They toke the power away from royalty, kings & queens that treated the privileged unfairly, toke more than they were willing to pay in taxes..., so they promised us a fair & just society, created a goverment for the people,  they failed...they have become corrupted by power, they are now the ones taxing us beyond what we are able or willing to pay,  finance & wealth has become the tool to hold us in place...there was meant to be equality & education for all, they've failed...this planet is over run with the corrupt, psychopaths have been given power that they wield with little regard for the common people...evolution is being held in check, by little men with little minds who believe that profit & business is what will save mankind...when in truth it is a road to distruction...Politics has become a game of lies & deceit. 
Money is no more than metal & paper..it has no value beyond the value we give it...capitalism is a conspiracy, it goes all the way back to the time of Jesus of Nazereth, the first revolutionary. The first to see that this way of life benefited only the few...this socalled christianity is not what he wanted..the Roman Empire didn't fall, it became the church..Not a church for the people, it became a church of profit & wealth...of corruption...of empty words of love & peace..whilst walking the fields of battle..enslaving mankind with commandments and a false God...any God who asks you to bow before him or worship him is a tyrant, no more no less. A god that threatens hell and damnation if he's not obeyed, this is not a supreme being....
Mankind needs to evolve, Goverment as it stands has become obsolete, accumulating wealth and power should no longer be what drives us....goverment officials that make policies that create nothing but misery need to be stopped...they need to be made to answer for every suicide caused, they hide behind anonymity of office..cause untold misery, poverty, do very little to progress society as a whole...to them we are nothing but fodder for the machine..These people think they're better than the rest of us, and this thinking always end in the same way..it would seem that history has taught them nothing....The Unemployed, the Sick the poor are the ones with nothing, living from day to day, below the breadline, this mess we find ourselves in was caused by the greedy, the wealthy, those hiding millions in bank accounts...that's where the money is that they say isn't there..this recession, nothing but an excuse to dismantle the welfare system...to take from those that already have nothing...they will make you suffer with a smile and blame you for the pleasure...these are not the kind of people that should be given any kind of power or position of responsibility over other lives. Humanity does not benefit from people who pick on the weak and feeble.

